A new direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation algorithm based on signal subspace rebuilding (SSR) is proposed for wideband sources. In the proposed algorithm, the signal subspaces are filtered by SSR to reduce the effect of the direction vectors of nonsupposed directions. The signal subspaces of each frequency bin are focused and averaged to enhance the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of signal subspace. Therefore the quality of spatial spectrum is enhanced. The algorithm does not require initial estimation of the DOAs. The performance of some wideband algorithms is compared with that of the algorithm through computer simulations. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has a higher resolution with lower bias and variance than other wideband algorithms.
Introduction
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation plays a very important role in both electronic warfare (EW) systems and mobile communication systems. In order to estimate DOAs, many narrow band methods are proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] . The narrow band prerequisite is not suitable for the fact that wideband signals have been widely used nowadays in many fields such as sonar, radar, and wireless communications [5] . In order to estimate DOAs of wideband sources, many algorithms were proposed, such as incoherent signal subspace methods (ISSM) [6] , coherent signal subspace methods(CSSM) [7] [8] [9] [10] , beamforming method [11] , orthogonality testing method [12, 13] , jamming direction finding (JDF) and simplified JDF (SJDF) [14] . The efficiency of ISSM deteriorates for closely separated sources and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [8] . CSSMs require initial values to build focusing matrices, and the estimation performance is sensitive to the initial values [12] . Beamforming method MVDR [11] is based on Capon beamforming, so it is difficult to get high resolution. TOPS cannot estimate the directions when the number of sources is greater than the half of array number [12] , and it has many false peaks [13] . The disadvantage of TOFS is that it cannot get a clear peak when one or more narrowband spectra miss peaks for the rank of narrow spectrum vector will be one here. JDF and SJDF cannot work when there are multi-signals (not one signal) in same narrowband [14] . In this paper, a new wideband DOA estimation algorithm is proposed, which is mainly based on signal subspace rebuilding (SSR). The advantages of the new algorithm are 1) it doesn"t need initial DOA values, like JDF, TOFS and TOPS, 2) it can achieve a high resolution, lower bias and variance than other wideband DOA estimators mentioned above.
Wideband Signal Model
Consider an array of p sensors exposed to q far-field independent wideband sources. The array output of jth narrow band in frequency domain is represented by
Where, x(ω j ) is the received frequency signal, A(ω j ,θ) is array manifold matrix, s(ω j ) is the sources" signal, and n(ω j ) is noise.
The correlation matrix of jth frequency signal (1) is
Where, the superscript H denotes conjugate transpose, σ 2 is the power of noise and I denotes identity matrix.
If the sources of (1) are uncorrelated, q×q matrix R ss must be full rank, and R j in (2) can be decomposed by eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)
Signal Subspace Rebuilding Algorithm
The outline of SSR is reducing the deviation of signal subspaces by averaging each signal subspace to get more accurate spatial spectrum. From signal models (1) and (3), we can see that signal subspace Us j spans a space as same as A(ω j ,θ) spans, in a noise-free environment. However, in real sample signal, the estimated Us j that spans a space isn"t equal to A(ω j ,θ) spans. We can focus the signal space on a same frequency and average the estimated signal subspaces to get more accurate signal subspace. However, it is difficult to get exact focusing matrix without initial DOAs. In one source occasion, JDF and SJDF select the focusing matrix by scanning. In multi-source occasion, we assume that there is only one signal whose DOA is θ in the space, and then rebuild the signal subspace which is made up of direction vector a(ω j ,θ) and noise. After rebuilding, the signal subspace is not affected by other directions" signal. The signal subspace is rebuilt as follows
Us Us a (4) After rebuilding, signal subspace u j (θ) and a(ω j ,θ) are in same space, in a noise-free environment.
The signal subspace is focused as 
We can average the focused subspace to reduce the effect of noise. The signal subspace is averaged as follow:
After the processing of (8), the SNR of signal subspace u m (θ) is enhanced, but its modulus cannot be 1. u m (θ) is normalized to get the final signal subspace u SSR (θ).
We can use the final signal subspace u SSR (θ) to calculate the spatial spectrum:
Because we don"t know the real DOAs in the space beforehand, we should calculate the spectrum for each θ, and search the maximum of P SSR (θ) to get DOAs.
Simulation
It is assumed the array is ten-sensor uniform linear array (ULA) with inter space 0.15m. There are 4 far-field signals which directions are -43°,-28°, -22° and 31°, and powers are 1, 3, 2 and 1, respectively. The signal spectrum is in the range of 600MHz to 800MHz. The signal is converted to zero intermediate frequency signal with I and Q channels. The baseband signals of I and Q channels are sampled by Nyquist sampling frequency 200MHz. The output of each sensor is separated into 256 snapshots of 32 samples. Then, an FFT algorithm is applied in each snapshot to sample the spectrum of the observation. The statistical performance was evaluated by performing 200 Monte Carlo runs for each scenario. The success times are counted when each estimated direction error is less than 2.5°, and all of the DOAs can be identified by the strongest peaks for the trials. The probability of resolution is defined as the ratio of success times to 200. The estimated deviation was calculated only based on the success results. For TOFS is better than ISSM and CSSM [13] , we compare SSR with three new algorithms, MVDR, TOPS and TOFS. To compare easily, we use logarithmic spatial spectrum for other algorithms. The spatial spectrum of MVDR is defined as:
The spatial spectrum of TOPS is defined as:
Pv   (12) Where, v TOPS (θ) is the spatial spectrum which is defined as the smallest singular value of D(φ) TOPS [12] .
The spatial spectrum of TOFS is defined as:
(13) Where, v TOFS (θ) is the spatial spectrum which is defined as the smallest singular value of D(θ) in [13] .
The simulation results are shown in Fig.1 . To make the article brief, here only shows the biases and standard deviations of -22°. From the simulation results, we can see that SSR has lower resolution threshold, lower bias and lower standard deviation than other wideband processing methods. It gets higher performance than other wideband spectrum estimators. The reason is that SSR rebuilds and focuses the signal subspace, and averages the focused subspaces to get high SNR signal subspace. SSR can get better spatial spectrum than other algorithms.
Conclusion
We propose a new wideband DOA estimation algorithm, SSR. Unlike other wideband methods, this algorithm rebuilds and averages one-source signal subspace to enhance SNR of the signal subspace. Therefore it can get high quality spatial spectrum, and estimate DOAs more accurately than other wideband methods. The advantages of the new algorithm are summarized as follows: 1) it doesn"t need initial DOA values, like JDF, TOFS and TOPS, 2) it can achieve a higher resolution with lower bias and variance than other wideband DOA algorithms.
